University of Michigan Property Disposition Machinery Equipment Bid – High Bids

1) Medico AutoFormer CAD Carver/CNC Lathe w/Infrared Oven ……(#1) BID $255.00
Model M39, Serial 3256
120 Volts, 1 Phase
(ShopVac and drill press pictured are NOT included)
Top infrared oven piece will need to be removed first, will not fit out door as is
Buyer is responsible for disassembly, any rigging and removal from location

2) Rigaku 12KW Rota Flex X-Ray Diffractometer …………………(#2) Not Released
Brand: Rigaku
Model: Rota Flex
SN J144219
Condition: Vacuum not working
This item will be moved by U of M to the loading dock

3) Target Masonry/Tile Saw …………………………………………..(#3) BID $88.88
2 HP, 115/208-230 Volts, 3420 RPM
Not Working

4) Elkway EZH2O Bottle Filling Station ……………………………..(#4) BID $400.00
Never Used

5) Trane Force-Flo Cabinet Heater ……………………………………(#5) BID $51.00
Serial T18A03032
Never Used

6) Trane Fan Coil ………………………………………………………(#6) BID $31.00
Serial T18G30183
Never Used

7) Craftsman Drill Press …………………………………………………(#7) BID $181.00
Model 103.23131, Serial 5216290
½ HP, 115 Volts

8) Intra RIM 2 Linear Reconfigurable Inspection Machine ……………(#8) BID $210.00
No hard drive, No software

9) Emco Concept Mill 55 …………………………………………………(#9) BID $1,150.00
Fabr. F1F S12 02, Serial F1F V00, Year 2004
110-230 Volts

10) Emco PC Mill 55 ………………………………………………………(#10) BID $750.00
Fabr. F1CN1424, Serial F1CV01, Year 2000
110/230 Volts
Not Working

11) Mellen i3 UV Oven for 3D Printed Parts ……………………………(#11) BID $25.09
Model NV12.5-3X18-1C-208V-1Z, Serial 16058352
208 Volts
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